Speakers and Activities Sponsored by the English Department and Funded by the Virginia Peck Trust, AY 2010-11:

**Visiting Scholars and Featured Speakers:**
Somaly Mam, human rights advocate
Peter Balakian, historian of Armenian genocide
Chris Anson, composition specialist
Angela Balla, professor of English

**Visiting Creative Writers and Artists:**
Etgar Keret, novelist and filmmaker
William Gay, novelist
Jessie Epstein, filmmaker
R. Dean Johnson, fiction writer
Julie Hensley, poet and fiction writer
Kathleen Driskell, poet
Kevin Wilson, fiction writer
Sybil Baker, fiction writer

**Activities Funded Wholly or in Part:**
Freshman Writing Awards
Graduate Writing Awards
Upper-Division Writing Awards
Composition Pedagogy Workshop
MLA Job Information List Workshop
MTSU Women’s Studies Conference
Publication of *Poems & Plays* no. 18
Publication of *Carmina Philosophiae* vol. 19
Graduate Exam Preparation Workshop